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lathophobicLathophobic aphasia
by donald E bott

barefoot language doctors noss speaker embarrasses him this negative
197914 daily deal with the dread disease reinforcement is needless for the error
of lathophobiclathophobic aphasia which cripples might be made later in the same discourse
second language learners as cruelly as polio by the same or another student
used to maim pre salk sufferers victims repeating the students mistake before
are shy and timid afraid of being laughed correcting it which some teflerstellers have
at worried about embarrassing corrections been trained not to do is likewise neither
and above all concerned with grades thehelping nor hurting error maker by

unless treatment is prompt and effec-
tive

activating the error its just another
patients can never become effective waste of valuable classroom time

second language communicators though
2 at the opposite end of the gamut issome might teach grammar if the cure

is slow and inhibitive lathophobiclathophobic aphasia the practice of not correcting errors at
all freein conversation this methodcan become epidemic nobody except the or rather lack of one is errablepreferrablepref toteacher will communicate in the second

language classroom inhibiting potential communication but

communication here means the ex-
change of real information not just the donald E bott a lecturer in the
repetition of structures without regard for department of english at srinakharin
meaning as in drills which dont develop wirot university pratumwanPratumwan bangkok
into spin offs for communication rivers has taught english in thailand nmninei e
1964 156 using the second language to years in america he was a secondary
trade ideas as soon as a command is built english teacher for seven years his
of some structures and vocabulary is a bachelor of journalism degree was
strong motive for further language learning earned from the university of texas

but errors must be corrected 3 and their austin in 1959 he was a news-
papercorrection should not interfere with com-

munication
reporter and editor before

munication unless the error is global then returning to college to earn post-
graduateclarification is needed promptly credits and a teaching certi-
ficatewhether mistakes are global confusing

or local lapses that are bothersome but
not important in understanding what the it allows many errors to slip into the stu-

dentscommunicator means is a practical field phraseology
criteria for judging discourse kinds of global errors are quickly caught up
reasons for and frequencies of errors are by fellow communicators because they
of academic interest analysis could perhaps block the flow of talk and sometimes
lead to more effective correction methods particularly in elementary groups the

qualitatively the most effective error speaker resorts to his first language to
correction in the second language classroom explain what is meant this explanation
seems to be the least obtrusive the idea then bebecomesbecornescornes a class mini project with
that students should not be allowed to students and eventually the teacher helping
make mistakes a direct method precept to express the notion in acceptable english
conflicts with the notion that errors are many free conversation instructorsstepping stones to progress

wait until the end of a class session lo10to
teacher repetition of corrected ut-

terances
correct local errors the method marks

te rances a DM technique is also unsound 197745 of noting errors and their right
such repetition by calling attention to the expressions and giving the notes to the
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offending student later has the advantage the teacher as in the free conversation
of not interruptingmteiruptmg the flow of talk part of the lesson isis an unobtrusive guide

like most teaching methods however neither ad participant nor a know it allail

its not viable without adaptation depend collectioncorrection and modification of the
ing on the teacher s personality mullins conversation becomes a class project with
198031980 3 and the level of the individual all students participating some zestfully
students understanding a written note once a student has recovered fromflom initial
might be incomprehensible the correction 11 mike fright he sometimes becomes
also failstailsfallsfalis to reach other class members almost too talkative lathophobicLathophobic aphasia
who might benefit from it disappears as fellow students bring those

by reviewing his notes of local errors who have been mute into the conversation
during the latter part of his demonstration the nature of the conversation that isis
class at a TEFLTF FL seminarseminar at the asian anstiinsti recorded variesvanesvaneg with time limits largely
tute of technology inin 1978 ted goldenberg topics like movies or the weather
provided a clearer exposition of errorsenors may be announced just before recording
than a written note and helped all class others like duty or nationalism could
members to learn from a particular mistake be prepared a week in advance with appro-

priatethe large class of 20 or01 more students sat readings goldenbergGolden beigbelg 1978
inin a circle and its instructor was at a desk roleroie playing in playlessplayletsplay lets bottbottbolt 1979
outside the circle during the free conver-
sation

5511 canianaan be even more realistic than recording
sat ionlon one of the usual conversation topics if the

thetlletile moiemoremole the teacher keeps to the students might someday find themselves
sidelines inin this vaya the more fleefree will involved in such situations as those the
hebe conversation this chancechange of rolesidesldesimesroies playletsplaylessplay lets revolve around classes of less
froinjiomflomfroit the directive facts tauttactfacfautfactorumtactoiumfactotumtorumoiumolum to a than advanced students are more secure
nonnonparticipatingparticipating appreciator is at first with these playletsplaylessplay lets than with open ended
difficult torfor stustudentsdentsdenis to accept or01 toiforfoifol the topics because the situation has been struc-

turedteacher to perpeifoimperforinforin yet it eventually leads for them
to fleefree and which isa easy informality is levels of discourse registerslegi sterssterg otof speech
conducive to student participation patterns otof politeness or01 whatever one calls

the teacher must refrainletiainletiagin from dis the subtle toningtoninoL of utterances acalloaccoaulocordinaidingt
to situation andorand 01 status can be taughtagreements agreements or01 even physical
most correctionscollections areaieale usually shades ofsigns that indicate approval or01 disapprovaldisappiovalvai

such as smiles or01 frowns in the demon speech appropriatenessappropi lateness important to second
strationstia tion class students inin ficefleefreetice conversa language learners
tion could not easily observe theirthen instruc-
tor

british or01 americanamencan bias caused by
birth education or both may lead the

laigelargeZ conversation classes aieareale usual teacher to condemn alien but acceptable
but somesoille institutes inin particular those con modes of expression condemnation isis to
ducting intensive second languaget 1-1 coursescouiseschuises be avoided it confuses students who have

increase the effectiveness of I1instruction by previously learned the rightlight waywa to say
limiting class enrollment to a dozen students itt

or01 less when this isis possible conversations some phrases that are not strange
can be I1apedtaped to american eaisearseals might be queer inin

britishbntishantish english and vleevice versaveiga the instruc-
tor

then the tape isis playedreplayedle with pauses
shshouldouldouid out possible variant inter-

pretations
after everyevely utterance 111inIIIlillii the pauses the point
teacher might ask pretat ionslons as fortoitoliol instance with strange

and queelqueer consultation with a colleaguewhat did liehelleile say of another nationality isis helpful when doingcould he have said it moremoiemole clearly how thiswhat are some otherothel ways lieheile could have
said itif more often the teacher of taped free
most students can provide the answers conversation isis confronted with wordwoid for

to these and otherothel leading questions while word translations fromflom the students first
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language to the second language these tutesatutes with intensive courses
utterances are usually non communicative 4 according to students passing an interview
outside of a group of other speakers of the in order to further their studies in america
same first language and so are global errors the teachers most valuable advice was to
to be corrected after the discourse has smile a lot
finished

referencestaped conversations of topics previ-
ously discussed and of lets otherplayletsplaylessplay yield alatis james E 1976 the urge to com-

municatemistakes but not the same ones made pre-
viously

municate versus resistance to learning
viously students remember errors and in english as a second language
correct themselves english language teaching journal

grades may be either a goad to learn-
ing

304
bott 197845 or a hindrance in

maintaining that informal non threatening bott donald E 1978 A method of teach-
ingatmosphere of group activity khoo 1979 writing english teaching forum

110 which is helpful to communication 262
though only a few students realize that
such communication practice perfects lan-
guage

bott donald E 1979 fun and games
skills all participate for a motive large conversation class involvement

much stronger than self improvement its guidelines RELC journal supple-
mentfun the second language teachers main 11

responsibility is to keep it that way
only secondarily is he responsible for the goldenberg ted 1978 demonstration of
evaluation of individual students language a conversation class technique TEFL
performance seminar asian institute of tech-

nologyA one to one interview is the main
technique for checking if students can
communicate though an interview is holdrich diane L and pergola arrezoarredo
ultimately subjective 4 experienced inter-
viewers

ersilia 1980 an experimental
usually set performance criteria graduate course in EFL english

holdrich and pergola arredoarrezo 1980129 teaching forum 171711

an objective multiple choice test can khoo rosemary 1979 pattern practicebe constructed from items in recorded free
and communication practice a view

conversations to provide a discrete point RELrelcjournalC journal 101loi10 1

evaluation of what has been gained in an
oral skills course items so derived are very marks judith ann 1977 A device for
similar to those withmore formally taught correcting errors english teaching

structural however it is felta syllabus forum IS1533
that no written test can effectively measure
the speaking abilities of an individual stu-
dent

mullins robert 1980 new approaches
much ado about almost nothing
english teaching forum 183I1lanianan unwillingness to speak for fear of

making a mistake quoted from rogers noss richard B 1979 mistakes mis-
matches197922 who got it from alatis 1976 and RELC journal

267 who cited dr earl stevick gaps
101

2atbat2 at least two english graduates of local
universities now teaching grammar show that rogers john 1979 we have ways of mak-

ingone can gain an advanced degree in english you talk guidelines RELC
at a native institution without having much journal supplement 1111

ability in english communication

3manyamany directors of studies have emphasized rivers wilga 1964 the psychologist and

that mistakes must be corrected immedi-
ately

the fforeign language teacher chi-
cagoand it is official policy in most instiansti university of chicago press




